INTRODUCTION
We shall consider the stationary Navier-Stokes équations for an incompressible fluid: where Q is a bounded domain in R 2 with Lipschitz boundary r,f = (f lf f 2 ) is a given force, u = (u ly u 2 ) is the velocity, p the pressure and ^i > 0 is the viscosity of the fluid. For simplicity we shall consider the particular boundary condition (1.1 c). However, the mixed finite element method to be introduced can be applied with no additional complications also in the case of other boundary conditions (cf. remark 2 below).
The classical variational characterization of the velocity u is the following (see [6] ): Find ue/ such that . Moreover if/is sufficiently small or \i sufficiently large then u is uniquely determined (see [6] ).
In this note we shall consider a mixed finite element method for the stationary Navier-Stokes équations (1.1) where we seek an approximation u h of the velpcity u in a space V h of functions v satisfying the imcompressibility condition div v = 0 exactly but where the conformity condition V h <= [H 1 (Q)] 2 is relaxed; if v e V h then the tangential velocity v. t may be discontinuous across an interelement boundary S, t being a tangent to S. The continuity of the tangential velocity u h . t will then be imposed in an approximate way by using a space H h of Lagrange multipliers having the interprétation of stress deviatorics in mechanics. To construct the space H h we shall use the equilibrium stress element introduced in [4] .
Methods of this type, with a different choice of the space H h , were first proposed by Fortin [3] to handle the case of a very small viscosity corresponding to a very large Reynold's number. The proof of convergence of the method was left open. Further, Raviart and Girault [5] have proposed and analyzed a somewhat similar method using as Lagrange multiplier the vorticity. That method can in fact be viewed as a finite element method of Navier-Stokes équations in the vorticity -streamfunction formulation.
An outline of the note is as foliows: In section 2 we introducé the mixed finite element method. In section 3 we prove existence of a finite element solution and finally in section 4 we prove that the method will converge. The problem of estimating the rate of convergence is left open.
We shall use the following notation: By H S (L), where S is a bounded domain in R 2 , s^O, we will dénote the usual Sobolev space with norm|| . || 5 s . When S = Q this index will be dropped. 
Further,
and n=(n 1 , n 2 ) is an outward unit normal to T. If (w, o, p)eVxH x 7satisfies (2.3), then using (2.4) and (2.5) we find that 
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We note that by introducing the space we obtain from (2.6) the following variational characterization of u and a not in vol ving the pressure p: Find (w, a) e Vx H, such that
Note also that the fonctions v in V or F do not have to satisfy the boundary condition v. t=0. This condition is implicitely contained in (2.7 a); if we formally integrate by parts and vary x in (2.7 a) we obtain (2.3 a) and u. t = 0.
We shall now introducé finite dimensional spaces approximating the spaces V, F and H. For simplicity we shall assume that Q is polygonal. Let { c € h } be a regular family of triangulations #*, of Q, indexed by the parameter h representing the maximum of the diameters of the triangles K. We define
where for each Ks c € hi H K is a finite dimensional space defined as foliows (see [4] : Let K be divided into three subtriangles T t , i = 1, 2, 3, by Connecting the center of gravity with the vertices of K and set
In [4] it is proved that any TEH K is uniquely determined by the following 15 degrees of freedom:
(i) the value of x . n at two points on each side S of K, n being a normal to S;
(ii) x ij dx,i,j= 1,2.
ifxeH Kf implies that x. n is continuous across the subtriangle boundaries, i. e., if S is a side common to the subtriangles T ( and T jf then x| ri .n = x| r .n on S,
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where n is a normal to S. Likewise, the requirementJ/,, c H will require x. n to be continuous across interelement boundaries. As degrees of freedom for x e H h one can choose:
(i') the value of x . n at two points on each side S of <£ h , n being a normal to S;
(ii') T 11 dx=-
where the first relation in (ii') comes from the requirement ƒ.
tr(x)ix = for xeH h . Note that if x e H h then it is not true in gênerai that tr (x) = 0 in Q and thus H h <£H. Further, the inclusion V h c F will require the velocity in the normal direction r.ntobe continuous across interelement boundaries. As degrees of freedom for veV h we choose the value of v. n at two points on each side S of ^h. Note however that the tangential velocity v. t may be discontinuons across the interelement boundary S, for ve V h , t being a tangent to S.
We now formulate the following finite element method for the Stokes équations (2.6): Find (u h , o h , p h )e V h xH h x Y h such that
In analogy with (2.7) introducing the space
V' h = {ve V h : (divz;, q) = Q, qe Y h ), we see that if {u h , a h )e V h xH h satisfies (2.8), then {u h , o h )e V h xH h and
Since divu is constant on each triangle K if ve V h , the relation (divu, q) -0 for q e Y h will imply that div v -0 in Q so that i. e. we will work with approximations of the velocity satisfying the incompressibility condition exactly. For simplicity, we shall below consider the formulation (2.9) and its analogy for Navier-Stokes équations.
Let us now extend the formulation (2.9) to the case of Navier-Stokes équations. Since the functions in V h may be discontinuous we have to handle the R.A.I.R.O. Analyse numérique/Numerical Analysis nonlinear term u. V u in a particular way; we shall use a method introduced by Fortin [3] producing an "upwind" dissipative scheme. This method is an extension of a method for linear hyperbolic équations using discontinuous functions introduced by Lesaint. For a givenweV h we will for eachXed istinguish between the part ôK"L of the boundary dK of K where the flow is entering, 
EXISTENCE OF A FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION
In the proof of existence of a solution of (2.11) we shall refer to the following lemma which will also be used in the convergence proof. Here || . || dénotes the norm in [L where Q is a région with smooth boundary containing Q and v has been extended by zero outside Q. By well known regularity results for the Stoke's problem (see [6] ) and interpolation it follows that Furthermore, using (3.6), (3.7) and Green's formula on each K e < € h , we see that
Therefore, recalling (3.4 a) and using the fact that w. n on F and div w = 0 in Q, we find that {w, i?)=v(u>, dive(cp))+(Vp, M;) = V(H>, divn fc e(<p))= ~(%, n fc e(<p)).
where the last equality follows from (3.1). Thus, by (3.5) and (3.9), we have which proves (3.3) . This complètes the proof of the lemma.
We shall also use the foliowing resuit. 
Since V h is finite dimensional, Ph is clearly continuous. By lemma 2 and (3.10) with i = x(w) f we then have using also (3.11):
if || w|| is suffïciently large, we V h . But then it follows by a classical lemma (see e. g. [6] ) that there exists u h e V h such that P h u h = Q, i. e.:
Thus, setting a h = x(w/,) we see that (u h , o h )eV h xH h satisfies (2.11) and the desired resuit follows.
•
CONVERGENCE
We shall prove the foliowing resuit: Using the f act that divu h = 0 in Q and u h , n = 0 on F, it follows that and thus by (4.3) which implies that (see [3] ) : divu = 0 in Q, (4.5) u.n = 0 on F. (4.6) Furthermore, passing to the limit in (2.11 a) and using the approximabihty properties of H h , we find that 
